Killer deals!

Look no further for CHEAP jokes!
**Department Store Wholesaler Slashes Prices, Life Sentence Expected**

**Newspaper Briefs**

**BREAKING: Hudson's Bay Liquidating**

**HAMBURG** - In what may be a surprising turn of events to some, it seems the Bay is liquidating its solid assets this year.

"It's such a novel concept," remarked a sales manager at the department store. "In the past, we've always been known for our solid assets, but this year, we're taking a different approach."

Security recording shows the culprit was a 24-year-old man, dubbed "Benny from the Bay." The man was caught on camera pushing the last of the solid assets onto a flatbed truck.

**Walmart Invades Canada**

**TOKYO** - The city's commercial center is bracing itself for the arrival of the world's largest retailer, Walmart, which is expected to open its first store in Canada later this year.

"We're excited to bring our customers in Canada the same high-quality products and services that they've come to expect from Walmart," said Walmart CEO Doug McMillon. "We're looking forward to being a part of the Canadian retail landscape and contributing to the economic growth of the country."
**Highb-Bippity-Biddibid-Pippidy HEY NOW,** Cry Toronto's Auctioneers

Benny and that One Jet

Toike Editor Sold at Date Auction for Record-Breaking Bid of “No Thanks”

Mike Litwin

Toike-like Charity Auctioneers

Monday's sellout, a prominent auction analysis at The Toike have come beyond reasonable all beyond...a mistake that was made at the Charity Auction during the so-called “Black Friday” sale. A record has been set for the building on the auction market. Toike’s “Elder-wise-Chief, talking up the auction market" has been...trophy to rule the Toike market, but the fact that she has now been...Tsujimoto in studio space and still in...The organizers of the Charity Auction seem to appreciate the incremental improvement in...to the Toike’s performance, but remain somewhat..."For the Toike, we always advise the MO to do the standard thing," said one event, "which is to stop the building...we do not want to appear...folding, but we usually do not build our house. Except to avoid...the smell of bidders literally vomiting everywhere, of course."
**Price Of Periods Increases, Forcing Toike to Use Run-On Sentences**

**Narcos Ciel**

*Toike Oike Breath-taking Darla*

During these hard economic times it seems that everything is getting hit in some way or another from clothes, to beer, to musical instruments, to burritos, to beer, and to beer, of course, and now something even as trivial as punctuation has been affected by markups and the Toike has taken serious notice because despite the Toike’s fantastic use and management of funding, the price of periods has drastically increased over the past economic quarter while the prices of all other characters have remained the same including the Inconsistent Letter ‘I’, which is a merely period notation since a stick, meaning we can use all the inconsistencies we want, but the Toike needs to limit its use of periods, which has resulted in a surplus of run on sentences that writers are finding difficult to deal with, and the whole situation is giving editors who have to review each article for grammar and language a headache because they are experiencing shortness of breath due to the lack of breaks between sentences in articles that not only make it difficult to read the whole thing, but also incred-ibly awkward for those trying to read said articles aloud since not even the end of the article has a period!

**Fellatio Gets Ahead As Most Popular Form of Sexual Activity Among Vampires**

**J. P. Evershine**

*Toike Oike Fellatio Expert*

The dating scene has never been better for vampires now that their secret is out—vampires love oral sex.

“Vampire’s life has been great since I started dating Ed,” claimed Belle, a high school student from the rural U.S. “I’ve never been less stressed!”

Yes, men and women around the world are receiving more fellatio than ever thanks to the increasingly accessible vampire community. For humble Belle, Ed is a serious upgrade from her previous boyfrined.

“Yeah, my last boyfriend was really good at licking. But Ed bites sometimes and he LOVES having sex when I’m on my period... it’s a little rough and kinky, and I like it,” she said excitedly, baring her teeth and having safely.

While the majority have been satisfied by their vampire partners, others have had a hard time getting used to the new normal. “It was probably the toughest lifestyle I’ve ever received,” complained one frat boy, who looked strangely paled and more red-faced than before. “She was biting really hard and it kind of hurt.”

Some health officials say there is cause for concern. “We are now classifying vampirism as a sexually transmitted infection,” announced the World Health Organization. “When aroused, the sex organs become engorged with blood. Sexy vampires are taking advantage of this to feed on the innocent at midnight and infect the masses to grow their undead army.”

Despite concerns, thousands of human-vampire couples around the world are maintaining successful, healthy relationships thanks to the power of great sex. Since Belle was interviewed for this article, she has legally changed her name to Countess Ivana Suckuhof and moved to a decrepit castle in east Romania to begin a vampire Organization. “When aroused, the sex organs become engorged with blood. Sexy vampires are taking advantage of this to feed on the innocent at midnight and infect the masses to grow their undead army.”

**Are you fairly hilarious? We want you!**

Can you write with a knack for our graphics team? Do you want to try your hand at humour writing? Become one of our staff writers! Do you have the mad English skills required to pick out our typos and grammar follies? Do content editing for us! Read this Black Box!

**Head over to www.toike.skule.ca/join and get on the mailing list!**

You’ll automatically be notified of upcoming meeting dates, times, and locations.

Alternatively, if you’re interested in something specific, like graphics, editing, or distribution, email toike@skule.ca and let us know!

Get involved with your friendly neighbourhood Toike Oike! Anyone can join.

It doesn’t matter what year, faculty, discipline, or college you’re a part of, if you can read this then you’re good enough for us.
BUY ONE TOIKING PAGE...

What a deal!

...GET ONE FREE!!!!

Share with a friend!